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H I G H L I G H T S

• Developed methods to cluster 24-h electric load shapes using smart meter data.

• Developed new metrics for electric load shape benchmarking for commercial buildings.

• Applied data analytics to interpret load shapes and infer building operations.

• Analyzed smart meter data from more than 2000 commercial buildings in California.

• Integrated the load shape benchmarking into the Commercial Building Energy Saver.
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A B S T R A C T

Small- and medium-sized commercial buildings owners and utility managers often look for opportunities for
energy cost savings through energy efficiency and energy waste minimization. However, they currently lack easy
access to low-cost tools that help interpret the massive amount of data needed to improve understanding of their
energy use behaviors. Benchmarking is one of the techniques used in energy audits to identify which buildings
are priorities for an energy analysis. Traditional energy performance indicators, such as the energy use intensity
(annual energy per unit of floor area), consider only the total annual energy consumption, lacking consideration
of the fluctuation of energy use behavior over time, which reveals the time of use information and represents
distinct energy use behaviors during different time spans. To fill the gap, this study developed a general sta-
tistical method using 24-h electric load shape benchmarking to compare a building or business/tenant space
against peers. Specifically, the study developed new forms of benchmarking metrics and data analysis methods
to infer the energy performance of a building based on its load shape. We first performed a data experiment with
collected smart meter data using over 2000 small- and medium-sized businesses in California. We then con-
ducted a cluster analysis of the source data, and determined and interpreted the load shape features and
parameters with peer group analysis. Finally, we implemented the load shape benchmarking feature in an open-
access web-based toolkit (the Commercial Building Energy Saver) to provide straightforward and practical re-
commendations to users. The analysis techniques were generic and flexible for future datasets of other building
types and in other utility territories.

1. Introduction

Buildings consume over 40 percent of the total energy consumption
in the United States [1]. Small- and medium-sized commercial buildings
less than 50,000 square feet (ft2) (4647 square meters [m2]) represent
95 percent of the number of commercial buildings and consume
47 percent of the total energy of U.S. commercial buildings, excluding
malls [2]. Building owners and utility managers often look for energy
cost savings opportunities through installation of energy efficiency
measures or by identifying and eliminating energy waste. Analysis of

whole-building electric load data is an effective approach to discovering
opportunities for reducing energy costs through building energy man-
agement [3]. Electric meters from Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) systems provide hourly or sub-hourly interval data to utilities at
a rate approximately three orders of magnitude faster than the tradi-
tional manually read data [4]. Supported by the Smart Grid Investment
Grant (SGIG) program, the U.S. Department of Energy reported that by
2013, most SGIG-funded meter deployments had already started, or
even been completed [5]. By mid-2014, electricity smart meters had
been installed in over 50 million, or 43 percent, of U.S. households and
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were generating more than one billion data points a day [6]. California
also has implemented state-level smart grid policies and topped the list
of smart meter penetration rates, at 87.1 percent [7].

Employment of new technologies in the energy industry usually
brings new opportunities regarding energy efficiency [8] and cost ef-
fectiveness [9][10]. Specifically, the use of AMI systems by utilities
creates huge opportunities for novel forms of analysis and interpreta-
tion of energy use behavior in buildings. However, small- and medium-
sized business owners currently lack easy access to low-cost tools that
help them interpret massive amounts of data to better understand their
energy use behaviors and to look for opportunities to eliminate elec-
tricity waste [11].

Benchmarking is one technique used in energy audits for targeting
buildings and identifying energy-saving opportunities [12]. It refers to
the comparison of the energy use in the target building to that in other
buildings, and includes factors such as the magnitude of energy con-
sumption, energy density, and consumption patterns [13]. Bench-
marking policies are being pursued in many countries and at all levels
of government. At present, the states of California and Washington, and
many major cities in the United States, including Washington D.C.,
Austin, New York, Seattle, San Francisco, and Boston, have passed en-
ergy disclosure laws to transform the market for energy efficient
buildings [14]. A simple floor-area-normalized Energy Use Intensity
(EUI) metric is often used to assess the energy-use performance of a
commercial building, and is commonly used as an Energy Performance
Indicator (EPI) in the benchmarking process [15]. An EUI is a useful
metric to evaluate a building’s long-term aggregated energy efficiency
trends [16]. For example, the 1992 Commercial Buildings Energy
Consumption Survey database is used to develop distributions of elec-
tric EUIs in office buildings for the nine U.S. census divisions [12].
Individual building EUIs can be compared to these distributions as an
indication of energy performance [17]. The Commercial End-Use
Survey (CEUS) survey provides detailed audit data for commercial
buildings, and a California-based benchmarking tool, the Cal-Arch, was
developed using the database, representing the frequency distribution
curve of energy intensity and the relative position of the target building
[13].

Currently, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Portfolio
Manager is the most commonly applied tool for performing operational
ratings. It allows auditors to track energy and water consumption data
and benchmark results to other buildings in the same functional cate-
gory and climate zone [18]. Other EPIs, such as energy per worker or
energy per bed, may also be used in various building types [19,20].
However, these traditional EPIs reveal only the long-term cumulative
energy consumption information, lacking consideration of the fluctua-
tion of energy use behaviors over time. With smart meter data, time
series energy usage in sub-hourly intervals allows energy customers to
understand how much energy they use at different times of the day,
different days of the week, and different seasons of the year. Electric
load shapes convert the long-term consumption data into estimates of
the hourly or sub-hourly load to determine the energy use patterns over
time [21]. Comparably, the load shape reveals the time-of-use in-
formation, and the characteristics of the shapes during different time
spans may represent distinct energy use behaviors. Considering this, it
is also valuable to conduct load-shape benchmarking for buildings.

A load shape is defined as the curve that represents load as a function
of time. Load shapes contain information on how electricity use changes
over the day, as a composite of end uses such as lights, appliances, and
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC). Load shape analysis
is commonly used by building owners, operators, or energy managers to
analyze the energy consumption of their buildings. Researchers have
developed general methods to obtain these curves using historical
electric meter data. Clustering is a common way to extrapolate load
profiles representing conventional patterns of electricity consumption
for commercial and residential buildings [22–24]. Chicco et al. applied
the Electrical Pattern Ant Colony Clustering (EPACC) algorithm to

obtain the daily electricity load patterns of non-residential customers in
a typical weekday of an intermediate season and created a partitioning
of the patterns into customers with non-overlapping classes [24].
Carmo and Christensen conducted k-means clustering of residential
daily heat gas load profile to find the correlation between the load
clusters and building characteristics such as the floor area, building
type and vintage [25]. Deepak Sharma et al. also applied clustering
techniques using load factor (ratio of peak load to average load) as an
indicator, for the purpose of identifying similar electricity load profiles
and normal peak demand among them [26].

A load shape reveals information that helps building owners and
facility managers detect potential energy waste and diagnose the pos-
sible reason for it. For example, load shapes can be evaluated to de-
termine if they are consistent with the shape one would expect for the
target building business or building type. These patterns can consider
hours of operation, weekday versus weekend operation, seasonal var-
iations, and holidays. The DrCEUS system, developed by California’s
Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS) project, suggests the building’s
load shape be examined in a whole-year period to check the incon-
sistency between with the load file and the time-of-use logger data [27].
More generally, researchers also have defined a variety of load shape
features and parameters to interpret the load file. Mathieu et al. re-
commended five parameters that were useful for describing load
shapes, namely near-base load (kilowatts, kW), near-peak load (kW),
high-load duration (hours), rise time, and fall time [28]. These para-
meters were used to describe and visualize load variation from one day
to the next. Capehart et al. also recommended examining the base load
percent (night load/day load), peak-to-base load ratio, and coincident
peak in the facility load profile, to identify irregular energy use beha-
viors in buildings [29].

Previous research listed above demonstrated different interpreta-
tions of the electric load shape for individual buildings, but little work
has been done to employ these load shapes as energy benchmarking
features, due to the complexity of extracting performance metrics from
the time series data. However, the interpretation of some facts revealed
in load shapes, such as the average workday operation hours, may not
be explicit by itself, but yields information when the feature is com-
pared to the target building’s peers of the same building category in the
benchmarking analysis. One challenge in this analysis is that for small-
and medium-sized buildings and business, electricity utility companies
rarely have information on the floor area that a meter serves.
Considering it is not proper to use the absolute energy consumption for
peer group comparison since it ranges widely, we designed a novel
approach to quantify the energy performance by interpreting the load
shape without consideration of the magnitude of the total load.

This study developed a general benchmarking method to allow
energy consumers to benchmark their building or business space by
comparing their energy use patterns against peers using statistical
methods. Specifically, new forms of benchmarking metrics and analy-
tical methods are needed to infer the energy performance of the
building based on their load shape. The study developed a simple tool
to perform the benchmarking analysis for general commercial build-
ings, to present straightforward interpretations of the result, and to
provide practical recommendations on energy efficiency improvements.
The benchmarking results can be used by the building owners and fa-
cility managers to improve how they operate and schedule equipment,
to find opportunities for demand response, and to better understand the
link between their building’s load shape and the coincident peak of the
local distribution system or the larger electric grid.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Source data sampling and labeling

Electric load meter data from thousands of randomly selected small-
and medium-sized commercial buildings were obtained from Pacific
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